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JATC - Just Another TourCreator [Updated-2022]

"JATC Just Another TourCreator" is an advanced panorama tour creator for Adobe® Photoshop®, After Effects®, Flash and Animate Pro® CS3. It can be used for
creating complex pano tours with overlaying images, defining hotspots and creating SPi-V or FPP tours and ADR scenes in 3D. It can also be used as a quick way to create
simple tours to be viewed with any panorama player like PurePlayer or PurePlayerPro. Besides creating tours the program provides a thumbnail gallery to quickly navigate
through large pano galleries. JATC can be used to create previews of panos for PurePlayer, PurePlayerPro, or Flash Panorama Player FPP. JATC allows you to define
hotspots for directional sound (only in SPi-V). You can also define a hotspot for fixed sound from the front. And you can define nadir, cap or flat images as hotspots for
creating soundscapes or environmental audio. Create a tour to be viewed with PurePlayer or PurePlayerPro-Plugin or Flash Panorama Player FPP: Flash Panorama Player
FPP After applying your tour to an image in Photoshop or After Effects, you can use the "Flash Panorama Player FPP" plugin to view the tour. This plugin allows you to
view the tour in Flash Panorama Player. For the best performance you should change the Frame Rate of Flash Panorama Player to the same as of your video camera. You
can install the plugin here: PurePlayer Plugin PurePlayer is a powerful tool for playing panoramas. It can be used as a standalone player. For the best performance and high
quality result we recommend you to use the Plugin for Adobe® Photoshop®, After Effects® and/or Animate Pro® CS3. You can install the plugin here: PurePlayerPro
Plugin PurePlayerPro is a powerful tool for playing panoramas. It can be used as a standalone player. For the best performance and high quality result we recommend you
to use the Plugin for Adobe® Photoshop®, After Effects® and/or Animate Pro® CS3. You can install the plugin here: PurePlayer 2 Plugin PurePlayer 2 is a powerful tool
for playing panoramas. It can be used as a standalone player. For the best performance and high quality result we recommend you to use the Plugin for Adobe®
Photoshop®, After Effects® and/or An
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￭ If you have data of your panos at your workstation, just copy this data into the output directory and "JATC Just Another TourCreator" will do the rest. You don't have to
do anything further. ￭ If you have no data of your panos, you can create your panos with "JATC Just Another TourCreator" and then use the "JATC.Exporter" to get the
data into the output directory. ￭ For creating tours with the menu item "New", you can chose between the panos you have at your workstation or you can choose the panos
that you have exported with "JATC.Exporter". ￭ You can add/delete hotspots manually or you can use the hotpot-manager to create hotspots in image-coordinates. You can
easily choose hotspots that should play sound, and that you want to be used for arrows. ￭ You can define hotspots that should not be shown. ￭ Use the map/floorplan-hotpot
to define hotspots on the floorplan. ￭ Create a preview image for panos that are not exported with "JATC.Exporter". ￭ Generate an image-file for each pano that is
exported by "JATC.Exporter". ￭ You can create a tour in a JATC project file (.jatc) and open the tour with PurePlayer or PurePlayerPro-Plugin or Flash Panorama Player.
￭ You can download the JATC-Plugin for PurePlayer or PurePlayerPro-Plugin (PurePlayerPro Plugin is a pre-version of the plugin) Install procedure: 1. Install PurePlayer
for your computer 2. Get the plugin.rar-file from the JATC website 3. Install the plugin and restart PurePlayer After this installation, the menu item "New" in PurePlayer
should be active. You can choose your own tours to export and create the tours by pressing the hotkey "Ctrl+N". I know that it's very easy to get the plugin and to install it.
But I think it's important to know about the following: 1. You can try to install the plugin on another 1d6a3396d6
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What's New In JATC - Just Another TourCreator?

3D-maps of the status quo or problem location are usually not very useful if they are cut off by a building. While people may visit a building or a hotel all day, they usually
don't do so frequently enough to describe a pano. If you do want to look into the building or rooms inside, you may need to create a pano tour around the building. Here are
some key features of "JATC Just Another TourCreator": ￭ Creation of complex pano tours or simple single pano ￭ Thumbnail gallery for quick navigation (SPi-V and
FPP) ￭ Defining hotspots interactively ￭ Defining of sound spots for directional sound (SPi-V and FPP) ￭ Supporting point and polygonal hotspots ￭ Automatic hotspot
creation ￭ Defining nadir/cap/flat image ￭ Defining map/floorplan ￭ Preview of tour/pano ￭ Create a tour to be viewed with PurePlayer or PurePlayerPro-Plugin SPi-V
PTViewer Flash Panorama Player FPP ￭ Supporting ADR scene creation for SPi-V ￭ Online help ￭ Save and load tour to/from JATC project file Requirements: ￭.NET
Framework 2.0 ￭ PurePlayer plugin, and/or ￭ PurePlayerPro plugin, and/or ￭ SPi-V (needs 1.4 in JATC 1.2) ￭ PTViewer ￭ Flash Panorama Player ￭ Panos should be
equirect or cylindrical We are having a technical issue with our website and need you to urgently fix our calendar on the home page so that it displays the dates for 2018,
2019 and 2020. The calendar currently displays the dates for 2017. JATC - Just Another TourCreator Description: 3D-maps of the status quo or problem location are
usually not very useful if they are cut off by a building. While people may visit a building or a hotel all day, they usually don't do so frequently enough to describe a pano. If
you do want to look into the building or rooms inside, you may need to create a pano tour around the building. Here are some key features of "JATC Just Another
TourCreator": ￭ Creation of complex pano tours or simple single pano ￭ Thumbnail gallery for quick navigation (SPi
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System Requirements For JATC - Just Another TourCreator:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1 (64-bit) Processor: 1.8 GHz Dual-Core Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 610M DirectX 11 Hard Drive: 4 GB available space
Software Requirements: GPU: NVIDIA GTX 650 Additional Notes: 1. Supported OS is Windows 7, 8, 8.1 (64-bit)2. Processor: Dual-core3. Memory: 1 GB4. Graphics:
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 610
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